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ABSTRACT.
,Four altil4litive organizational structures are

discussed with regard to their applicability to the reorganizatioti of
community college allied health programs. After introductory material
noting the complexities, multiple interfaces, and high costs that .
make allied health and nursing programs prime targets for '

reorganization, the fou l. models of organization are disussed:
'centralized, modified centralized, collegial, and deceptralized. Each-
model is evaluated in terms of its acceptance by personnel; validity
of its.objectives for the program; start-up costs4 and resources
required for implementation and long-term success. Examples are
provided of community college allied health programs,Aising these
organizational structures,:and"the advantages and ditadvantages, of

each model are set,forth. Administrative issues In planning for
reorgfiization are noted, including what fufictions are to-be
centralized, where 6Pey can be put in operation, apd who will manage
these fuhctions. College operationd best accomplished through
centralized and collegial or share&-power struttu'res are identified,
and the issue of the policy-making role of allied health
professionals is explored. Finally, suggestions for implementing a
reorganization are provided, stressing,the imFortance of.specifying
objectives, centralizing appropriate functioRs, involvin4 stiff in
decision making, effedting changes slowly, afid seeking a,variety, of

viewpoints. (KL)
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STRATEGIES.FOR REORGANIZATION'IN ALLIED HEALTH AND N6RSING PR6GRAMS:

THE,ENDLESS METAMORPHOSIS

Multi-campus communitycollege districts-are faced with a hos.

'of.constraigts and difficult detisions in the eighties. One awesome

fire-storm contraint is the demand for delivering the same level of

services, and in many eases, increased services, with fewei- doflars

;
, and personnel. PhySical plant and organizational schemes that worked

in-the early seventies are beir6 reviAied as potential strategies to

cope with the difficult times ahead.--the recurring structures unfold

in what looks to be an endless.metamorphosis. Allied.health and nurs-

ing programs that mushroomed in the seventies 'are especially sensitive

tb the coming squeeie, and more must be done now tojnsurestheir vital--

ity in theneXt decade. That is Why reorganization appears to be at

popular treatment. The issue is whether various forms of organiza7
4 -

tional/centralizat4On or decentralfzation of health programs or related

functions can help solVe the financial and product.kity problems face0

Uy community colleges with well developed allied health operatim and

\

4

the myriad systems that drive them. Can mere structural changes pro-

vide the answers to questions about survival?'

. Statement of The Problem

Since community colleges are bureaucracies, they reflect the

typical structure of organizitionskthat prevail-in a democratic

capitalistic society. Expectations are that colleges will be well

managed, as much so as a bank, a business or a baseball team. pt,

(
.,

he management compbnents in most colleges are characterized by their

relatively small size, notoriously low pay, and unrealisticly high

expectations for.being all things to all people. 'Because-of this. lack



of numbers in the mariagement-ranks as well as, under-capitalization,

mosf college adpinistrators have had to rely on their wits to sip a

.gcrod job of mapaging in their complex settings. This is usually dc-
,A

complished through a zig-zag search for the "right" structure when the

.
.

..---trusiiees cry for mgre work or 'the legislators signal less pay.. Chang:-

,ing the organizational form, or."trying.out" alternative structural

,arrangement, have surfaced as comal methods of treating just about

every ill col eges are prone to. What community college has not seen

the traumas br ught on by at least one recent massive reorganization?

Most practit ners will agree th4t,the.trial=and-error mode ofdmin-

istrative r organization will- be with us for.some?ime; therefore, it,

behooves p actitioners.to learn more,about the alternative structures

available sefore they launch the next edition in ttie endless metamor-,

phosis
. .

-Rao ganization affect's all programs and courses but probably

- -4.: ''- .

affects o other dimension of the community college more than allied
i

tilk.
.

'health Allied health isj'elatively new on the'lcene; massive re-
,

sourcg have been acquired and need constant updating, programs must

be well capitalized, specialities require skilled personnel, ties

_between college and clinics are complex, accreditation consists of

ultiOle interfaces and the prograts must coordinate acadeMic require-

ments with other disciplinesioffered\at the college. These cbmplex-
.,

ities, delicate interfaces and high costs make allied health and nurs-

ing prime targets for reorganization.

-

Conceptual Framework

There are basically four administrative models fOr organizing

programs: centralized, m6dified centralized, collegial and decentral-

.



ized: Administrative s ructurés for allied health and nursing pro-

grams span this spectrqhi from the hfghly centralized modelS o the

0°
decentralized models. ;Most programs are found somewhere in between'

and,the "locus of co4rol" may vary Via function (See Figure r).

INSERT FIGUREI

Cdnceptully, the mo els reflect the theoretical framework for the

college, but 'pragma,ically, the models "set the stage" for day-to-

day operation of the programs. The criteria to be utilized in eval-.

uating the'se models are:

acceptaK4 of the model by personnel

validity JO the objectives for the programs

start-up costs

resources rquired flPmplementation 'and long-term

promise of the Model. -

The centralized model reflects,fight control at the top of the

organization and places the program specialiSt.many steps away from

- the decision.paking regarding his/her program. Colleges likely to

utilize this/mpdel are those"expe.riencing severe financial cutbacks

in programt, and retrenchment of personnel. The tough decisions can '.

be made at the top, since program heads are unlikely candfciptes to

cut their own purse strings.

As seen in Figure 2, the centralized modei is viable at start-up (

INSERT FI"GURE2

% but has less chance fo success in the other areas. Extensive research

dn organizations i dicates that this model creates great tension among
%

personnel throu out the organization and also results in significantly

less innovation. The advantages of the model are that it enables the



college to install vehicles for monitorilg cost effectivenss of pro-

grams and courses. (PPBS and zero-base budgeting are artifacts of

unsuccessful attempts at using this model).

The modified-centralized model is essentially the same as the cen-

tralized but for the "release" of tension element provided by input

from personnel that facilitate start-up in this model. The program

objectives developed in this model are more likely to reflect "real"

I.NSERT FIGURE .3

program concerns. The advantages gained from personnel input may out-

weigh the disadvantages brought on by time delays and inter personnel

conflict. This personnel in-put is likely to go unheralded, however,

since little payoff exists for initiative or innovation.

The collegial model is 0 sharing of,power model. This model

4

has been found to be more successful than the others iR practice.
4

Den though there is con siderable difficulty in the early stages of

development because of conflict and "rolling" decisions, the long

term benefits are substantial: personnel commitments, valid curHcu- 4.0

lum content, and innovation.

INSERT FIGURE 4

The decentralized model offers more,hope for innovation and

initiative. Control Jrom the "top" is still posible through data

gathering, ev.aluation, feedback, and modification of programs when

appropriate. Still, this model is extremely difficult to manage and

program personnel turnover can have devestating effects for the col-

lege, because highly skilled personnel cannot be replaced when they

leave. The fall-out from turnover leaves knowledge gaps and discon-

tinuity in leadership. An institution that has abundant resources,

6
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tight span of control, and extremely talented personnel is in ideal

candidate for the decentralized model.

INSERT FIGURE 5"

Excellent models of centralization exist. Miami-Dide Community

College, with its uncanny foresight in the sixties and seventies,

developed theIledical Center Campus designed to house all district-wide

allied health and nurs,ing programs under one roof. ghis stngle,

centralized campus model has'En inoperatiori fpr almost a decad,

and the professional staffsare strong pr6ponents of the 'model and its

benefits.

Centralization of all health programs in a pyramidal bureaucra-

tic structure has Many advantages. There is an ease of 'articulation

among-the staff in the programs. Staff members perceive their role

as integrated with the health care field. Staff and faculty reassign-

ments are easier,and duplication of laboratOry facilities and other

program components can be kel5t at i-minimum.' .Clinical agreements

can be administered centrally with efficiency and multi-accreditation

requests andvisits can be made more'cost effective. Additionally,

health care professionals can pool their expertise and keep abreast

of trends and needs of the health career areas. For example; Miami-

Dade's Medical Center Campus is located close to hospitals and clinics,
eas

therefore, students have greater access to training,and employment

placement, and college personnel work hand-in-hand (on a daily base)

with professionals in nearby medical complexes. This type of central-

ized model (coupled witfi' an ideal location) offers many advantages.

Researchers in sociology (Pugh 1966; Hickson 1970: Child 1976)

have known for some time that larger organizations tend to be more
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decentralized. The Miami-Dade case in one dense is an example of

decentralization where the Medical Center Campus Vice President has con-

siderable autonomy. From another perspective (that of location) the

single "Health Careers" campus has a host of charaCteristfcs that ap-

pear in highly centralized operations: unilateral apProaches to pro-
A

blems, massive pooling of retources,.and pyramidal reporting struc-
.

tures. Obviously which view one takes depends on his/her frame of

reference.

Drawbacks of the centralized health model include the likelihood

of student and staff isolation from the college-wide mission and

philosophy. Cglege linkages can become difficult to develop and man-

age, Particularly in the area of general education cere requirements

(i.e., issues can become heated as to who, where and when to offer

core courses foreach program). Futhermore, power blocks can develop

and subgoals of the campus can substitute for what should be major

college missions.

Alternatives to the centralized health model include the

fied centralized model, the collegial model and the decentralized ,

model. probably these alternatives are closer to reality for most

colleges. 'Few community college districts are in a position to devel-

op new campuses, or to physically relocate all health programs to one

site.

Collegial models, or sharing'of power arrangements, have some

characteristics of the centralized model while maintaining elements

of a decentralized one as well. Hillsborough Commuwity College (HCC)

in Tampa, Florida, struggled with the issue of centralization for many

years, finally opting for the collegial model due to political con-
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straints and physical relocation problems. The flavor of centraliga-
.

tion is seen An the way Hillsborough haildles accreditation site vigits,

self stu8ies, clinical agreemeats, student placement and follow-up.

These functions can be coordinated either from a college-wide office.

,

or from a campus site. The collegial contribution enterg at Hills-

borough Community College in program planning and development, forma-

tive evaluation for decision making, and in the way changes are made.
on continuing basis. The coTledial model is more likely then any

other model to reflect the college-wide mi ion and objectives.

The decentralized health models char teristically have pro-

%

grams reporting to specific line administrators on each tampus.

Throughout the 70's, this model charactviiedtuYahoga Community Col-

lege allied health and nursing framewortC. he colfege is currentfy
. -

undergoing a move to the centralized model and can serve as a labora-

tory for the type of organizational changes discussed above. In some

situations there may be a college-wide administrator to articulate

intra and inter-institutionally on behalf of the programs. Advent-

ages of,the decentralized structure are that decision making is loca-
,

ted close to expertise and rapid response can occur. Disadvantages

of the model are the difficulties that arise in establishing and

Coordinating linkages internally with the other Health Cire units.

Duplication of tasks and equipment may be evident,.and there mey be

internal articulation blocks.. One obstacfe in this model is the

neat for experienced managers that can direct the decentralized pto-

grams effectively. Both the collegial and decentralized.models haVe

more duplication of labqratories and other resources.

These different models may appear at first blush to have vary-
_
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ing *Financial advantages for-a college, but the act6al finanCial_

differences- may be more illusiOns than real. Start-up co§ts, as

well'as reorganizatlon, are often Costly not only in dollars but

in wear and tear on personnel. _Administrators take heed that

reonganization may cost more than the projected new structure will

save.
. .

.

The real issue confronting most administrators, is more one of

what to centralize and what to decentralize? The questtons.are:

, What functions are to be*centr'alized.

Where can they be,put into operation.

Who will manage these functions?

College operation% that are best accomplished.thr:Ough a centralized

framework are: self-studies, accreditation-site visits, clinical

agreemts, laboratory scheduling, placement, student articulation,

transfer between internal programs, articulation of programs with
-

surruunding colleges and universities, scheduling, budgeting, hir-

ing and reassignment of staff. Decisions involving programs and

courses along with.decisions about the welfare of professionals may

bi'accomplished in a collegial fashion.

.The current issue of centralizing or decentrai4,jmaliied

health and'nursing programs refletts the more fundamental issue of

4- whether or not allied-health'personnel are to function as autonomous
-

professionals or tO.be restricted to "implementation" type-duties.

." This problem is 'chronic in two-year institutions and appears to be
;

- a function of the style of top administrative'leader ip including

the-leadership styles.,pf trilstees. At,,coll'egessu h as Miami-Dade,

where the leadership has' demonstrated stability an continuity we

I'd Ir
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we see vibraNt models developing. Herethe centralization involves

health profeSsibnals at the Vice-Presidential level, and this ap-

pears to'be a viable way of making the centralized model wotk well. /

The stabilit.9 exhibited by Miami-Dade's centralized approach

is not founcl in all operations of this type. Structural changes

are occuring with far to much rapidity, and often these rapid fire

reorganizations have produced a form of organizational whiplash.

One must be aware that the centralized and decentralized models

have both functions and dysfunctions. The task for top-level ad-

minisfrators is to minimize the dysfunctions in whatever structure

they select. Reorganization cannot and will not eliminate the

dysfunctionit will only open up a new set of dysfunC'tions. ,Those

that-set out to recarve a new structure for their college may wapt

to keep the following in mind. 'They should:

Specify the objectives for health programs collegewide.

Delineate the tasks to be 'aCcomplished.

t;
Centralize those functions that can be better coor-

dinated by centralization and involve staff in the .
-

.01ecision making.

Effect these. changes slowly, as reorganization can

be costly for institutions in terms of personal -

'stress:

o Involve the staff.

o Do not underestimate professionals ability to provide

expertise and quality input 66thoughf of by top

administration.
L

Organizational theoristS have.taught us'thkt structure should
. ,
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follow stratey. We can only move to improve allied health and
A

nursing programs in any given colldge'by taking an accurate accouht
1. .

of the current operational strategies'for programs before res`truc-

turing and at the same time keep a steady eye on the overall college

goals.

V
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

MODIFIED CENTRALIZED MODEL
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F:igure 4

COLLEGIAL MODEL
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Figure 5

DECENTRALIZED MODEL .
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*
Note (P.7) Mr. Granville Rudy, bean for Allied Health is

an excellent resource for all areas of management.

*Note (P.8) Mr. Max Tadlock, President of Monterey Peninsula
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organiAtional structures but all aspects of finance
and political constraints affecting these programs.
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